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Voices of Recovery is the response to requests from SAA members for a meditation book written
and produced by the fellowship. This book is not the work of a single person. Numerous
individuals have donated their time and talents to writing, reading, selecting, and editing
meditations. Each meditation is a reflection of the individual member's own experience, strength,
and hope in their own recovery process. The meditations may be read daily based on the date,
by topic using the index, or by any other way the reader or group desires.
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123RF Stock Photo.ForewordThis book is the response of the International Service
Organization (ISO) of Sex Addicts Anonymous (SAA) to the request by members of the
fellowship and the Conference delegates for a meditation book written and produced by the
fellowship of SAA. Guided by the following Vision Statement, the ISO Literature Committee
welcomed meditation submissions from members around the world:The SAA Meditation Book
carries the message of recovery by collecting into one volume diverse voices of the SAA
fellowship to serve as a resource for meditation and prayer for the addict in recovery and the sex
addict who still suffers.This book is not the work of a single person. Numerous individuals have
donated their time and talents to writing, reading, selecting, and editing meditations. This book is
a labor of love for the fellowship and each member’s recovery.Each meditation is a reflection of
the individual member’s own experience, strength, and hope in their own recovery process, and
is not meant to represent SAA as a whole. The meditations may be read daily based on the date,
by topic using the index, or by any other way the reader or group desires.We pray that this book
will aid individuals in their recovery and assist groups in carrying the SAA message!In Deep
Gratitude,The ISO Literature CommitteeJanuary 1“Continuing to apply them on a daily basis
keeps us spiritually fit and growing in recovery.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 61The following
has been attributed to many different musicians: “I must practice daily. If I miss one day, I can
hear it in my playing. If I miss two days, the band can hear it. And if I miss three days, the public
can hear it.”My recovery practice includes: attending meetings, praying, reading the literature,
making calls to others in recovery, working the Steps (including my daily Tenth Step inventory),
and engaging in my outer circle. If I skip my recovery practice for one day, I can feel it. I am more
vulnerable to small irritations and temptations—I am just not quite right. If I skip two days, I am
prone to impatience and fantasy. If I skip three days, I start developing resentments and I am off
in my head with addictive plans and schemes. I’m never sure how much others notice, but in all
cases, I am further away from the people in my life, I no longer live in serenity, and I return to the
chaos of my addictive life.To me, recovery is an artistic gift to the world. It allows me to make
beautiful life music. I make the world better by practicing my daily recovery plan.I can give myself
and the world a gift by practicing my recovery today.January 2“Honesty, willingness, courage,
humility, forgiveness, responsibility, gratitude, and faith are just some of the names we give to the
spiritual principles that gradually come to guide us in our lives. As we progress through the
program, establishing conscious contact with the God of our understanding, we become aware
of these principles within us—like gifts that were always there, unopened until we were ready to



receive them.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 61After a relapse, I contacted several SAA
members to be honest about my situation and to reconnect with the fellowship and the program.
One member sent me an email with a short but profound message: I love you.How do we know
what is good for us? I had never wished to be a sex addict. In recovery, I never wished for
relapse. Yet in the very worst of my fears, I found my greatest strength and courage. And when I
admitted the scary truth, I found a loving Higher Power. In this case, it was expressed through
the love and understanding of other recovering sex addicts. Even my doubts became signposts
that the God of my understanding is close by. When I admitted my doubts, that still, small voice
would say, “It’s ok, I’m right here.”We have all sat in fear and disclosed the truth about what we
have done. In our cross-wired beliefs, we were expecting hatred and rejection when we revealed
ourselves. Instead, among the fellowship of Sex Addicts Anonymous, we experience love and
acceptance.My Higher Power has provided a safe place to practice honesty—the rooms of
SAA.January 3“We would spend increasing amounts of time in fantasy, which tended to alienate
us from others and from a real sense of ourselves.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 70It seems
that much of my fantasy and intrigue, as well as my acting out, served to numb a pain that I don’t
understand. I have a fear of seeing who I really am. My behaviors and daydreaming have
masked something from others as well. Can it be so hideous that I must hide it at all cost? I
experience fear in the prospect of looking under the mask. Sharing with another person I trust
helps me with my fear. Reaching out to a power greater than myself assists me in imagining an
alternative to gloom.The familiar track promises more loneliness, frustration, and alienation from
others. Each day I get a little older and more isolated. Now what if I set the distractions aside—
what if I leave the bubble? Through working the program I have much to gain: inclusion in a
nurturing fellowship and, eventually, society as a whole. I may well be shocked (in a nice way) to
experience what is at the core of my being.I endeavor to discover my true self by peeling away
the layers one step at a time.January 4“Looking at areas of unmanageability in our lives can help
us recognize our defects, when we identify our responsibility for events that felt painful or out of
control.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 41When I came into recovery, I truly felt superior. I
believed I was above the average human being and didn’t want to believe that I, too, might have
character defects. Arrogance and grandiosity formed a protective shield against my inner sense
of shame.Yet my life was in shambles in so many ways. Unmanageability was all around, and my
strongest denial did not work anymore. Identifying the painful events in my life, owning up to my
part in them, and bringing my character defects out into the light were anything but fun. But, it
was the first time I actually felt what positive humility means, how honesty feels.I comprehended
the joy of understanding what “whole” means, and what “true-to-myself-and-others” is like for
me. Accepting my mistakes and shortcomings, I could embrace the happiness of being part of
humanity.Today I will remember that being entirely ready to accept God’s help allows me to be
completely human and imperfect.January 5“. . . Recovery does not mean that you stop having
problems. Rather, you get to have problems that are not sexual ones.”Sex Addicts Anonymous,
page 113When I was acting out and life got difficult, I turned to my addiction as a cure for ills I



literally didn’t know I had. It never worked. When I was done acting out, my problems were still
there, sometimes compounded by my acting out.When I entered the program, the biggest
problem I had was my addiction. Becoming sober was a big deal. After a while, I learned to rely
on spiritual practices instead of a sexual high. I also came to believe that no matter how difficult
a situation, my Higher Power was there for me.Once the practices to maintain my sobriety were
well established, other problems that I hadn’t dealt with came to the forefront. I began to deal
with the truth about my finances and got a job after eighteen years of self-employment. And
when I had trouble finding a suit in my size, I realized it was time to lose some weight. It’s not that
I didn’t have these problems before, it’s just that acting out and then getting sober took my focus
away from them. Now that I have sobriety, I can finally take care of myself in other ways.Today I
am grateful for the problems in my life. They seem to be a form of fierce grace, designed to grow
my acceptance, accountability, and serenity. Every time I choose spiritual principles, my sobriety
grows.No matter how difficult a situation, my Higher Power is there for me.January 6“With
spiritual awareness comes the responsibility, the desire, and the need to help other suffering sex
addicts, just as help was freely given to us.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 59Before starting my
recovery journey, I made little time for anyone or anything but my addiction. By staying sober and
working the Twelve Steps, I have gained a new spirituality and a new freedom. Suddenly, all of
the time spent on my addiction became available for spiritual growth and working with others.My
sponsor pointed out from the beginning that any addiction indicates a spiritual impairment, and
that only a spiritual solution can remedy a spiritual flaw. He taught me how to internalize an
attitude of gratitude as I offered my experience and hope to others in the program.As others
have selflessly guided me in my spiritual growth, I similarly strive to make myself available to
those seeking this spiritual solution. By getting outside myself and making myself available to
others, I have been able to be a bit less selfish and self-centered, which in turn allows progress
in my own recovery journey. My best vehicle for demonstrating gratitude is simply making myself
available to others and honestly sharing the struggles and joys that recovery from sex addiction
has created in my life.Sobriety and recovery equals freedom. When I am truly grateful for this
gift, I can be a conduit where my Higher Power can work through me for the benefit of other sex
addicts.God, let me demonstrate my gratitude for recovery by sharing what I was freely
given.January 7“An important part of my recovery is to share my experience with other sex
addicts who are trying to find a way out of the insanity.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 302Early
in recovery, I couldn’t imagine the day I would carry this message to others as suggested in Step
Twelve. Today, however, if I am open, Twelfth-Step opportunities present themselves fairly often.
I have to be willing to swallow my pride and timidity, and to act. After seeing people die from
addiction, including sex addiction, I swore I would not pass up another opportunity to carry the
message of recovery. This steels my resolve.Hurting people are everywhere. I have shared
about Twelve-Step recovery at work, at church, and at other recovery meetings if I think our
fellowship could help someone struggling with a sex or intimacy issue.I rarely declare that I am a
sex addict or member of SAA, but I talk about my fear of intimacy and its destructive effect in my



life. I say I have found it helpful to talk about my struggles with people who have similar issues
and are finding solutions. I share some of my less-sensitive insane thinking. I believe I am
planting seeds whenever I am willing to open up.Sharing the message of recovery isn’t always
comfortable, but it always connects me to my Higher Power and others. Giving away healing is
the most healing thing I do. It takes courage and humility, but I believe God supplies these if I am
open and willing.Hurting people are everywhere. Help me see and take opportunities to plant
seeds of healing.January 8“When we practice new ways of acting and thinking, we show that the
program works, and we offer hope to others who are seeking a new life.”Sex Addicts
Anonymous, page 60When I came into SAA, it was not to raise my self-esteem. I was thinking
about run-ins with the law and the time I ran out the door because my acting-out partner,
suffering buyer’s remorse, tried to kill me. I had grown to think of myself in terms of my addiction.
I believed that all I had to offer was my sexual repertoire, though it continuously proved
insufficient in keeping relationships.When I created my circles, the inner and middle were easy,
but the outer circle stymied me. I could only come up with activities that were expressly recovery:
meetings, prayer, meditation, service, etc.My sponsor suggested I think back to before my
addiction kicked in. This unlocked a door. I revisited creative pursuits from my youth, and later
added new practices like exercise. Soon, more new activities appeared, like adopting a pet and
keeping the house clean. My outer circle keeps expanding.After achieving some recovery and
building my outer circle, I discovered I had much more than sex to offer. I began to find my true
gifts and put them into action. Before I thought I could only offer behaviors that put me at
genuine risk, I now have the fulfilling sense of being able to offer my true self.Much of the
serenity and happiness I now have stems from being able to offer my real self to others.January
9“The lightning jolts of terror I registered then, I would come to understand as Higher Power
surges shocking my heart back to life.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 114As a physician, I have
witnessed the miraculous capacity of electrical shock to restore life to patients who might
otherwise be considered dead. As an addict, compulsively striving to avoid pain at all cost, I
progressively deadened myself to this life force. At the end, God could only reach me through
the violent shocks that comprised my bottom and my turning point.My experience since entering
recovery is that my Higher Power’s love is a current that permeates everything. With every
meeting, admission, amends, prayer, and act of service, I scrape off the corrosion that blocked
this current from my heart. By establishing a daily practice of meditation, I consciously invite the
current of my Higher Power as a more continuous flow of life and love through my heart. It’s
always here, free, for everyone and everything. It doesn’t judge. All I have to do is be still, be how
and who I am right now, and be open. God can handle the rest.In connecting with the healing
energy of my Higher Power, I welcome the surges of energy—joy, pain, compassion, peace—
that may come with this life-giving connection.January 10“Often we may need the help of other
members… another sex addict can bring us back to earth.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page
63Lately I’ve felt that the more willing I am to let my Higher Power take over, the more doors
open for me. I am grateful for the opportunities I have had in recovery. The most important door,



however, was the one I walked through to get to my first meeting and I don’t know if I could have
done it alone. I stood outside the door for what seemed like an eternity. I was gripped by a fear I
couldn’t yet fully understand.Just then a man walked up, carrying boxes of goodies and asked if I
was looking for AA. I shook my head no; I was crying. He leaned in and said in a whisper,
“SAA?”I could barely move, but my head shook yes and he told me that it was just inside that
door, gesturing with his shoulder. Then he asked me if I could open the door for him. It was a
simple request, so I did. And once that door was open, I had to walk inside. At first, the fear
blocked me from hearing anything. The fear got louder when I realized I was the only woman in
the room. A man sat down next to me and welcomed me to the meeting by handing me some of
the pamphlets. That simple gesture helped to calm my fear and open my ears.After hearing just
one share, I knew I was home. I know my Higher Power chose that meeting for me. I was
welcomed with open arms and I have never stopped feeling the love and genuine care that the
men in my group share with me.Thank you God for all the doors you open for me. Continue to
guide me through them.January 11“A slogan that expresses one of the fundamental truths of the
program is ‘one day at a time.’”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 65There is a species of bamboo
that doesn’t break through the ground for the first four years after being planted. Nonetheless, it
must be watered and tended regularly. Just think of getting up every morning to water a spot on
the ground that is marked for this bamboo—not even a sprout or mound in the dirt, never
changing, not a sign of movement or growth year after year. After five years, a small sprout
shoots up through the dirt. Then, over the next six weeks, it can grow ninety feet high to
maturity.My journey through the Twelve Steps has been similar. If am willing to do whatever it
takes to stay sober, if I have the patience to maintain my daily practice, if I work the Steps with
my sponsor, if I attend meetings and share in the fellowship; I will come to realize that the roots
have built up to support a new me. I may not notice anything for a long time, and in my case, I
don’t always see the sprouts right away after they appear. But gradually, I find myself growing in
newness of life.Just ask the old timers how they got their five, ten or twenty year chip. They will
say, “One day at a time.”May I walk this day in sobriety, one day at a time.January 12“Personal
disclosure is easier for us when we can trust that our presence and what we share will be kept
confidential.”Tools of Recovery, page 4At my first SAA meeting, I was terrified and suspicious.
Anonymity assured me there would be none of the punishment and rejection that I associated
with any discussion of sexuality. I listened to the stories of other sex addicts, and realized that
the harshest judgment was my own. The group members would not rat me out or attempt to
publicly embarrass me. I came to see my fears both as expressions of my own shame about my
acting out behaviors, as well as of my grandiosity in thinking I was important enough for others to
want to harm me.Some of my fear of punishment was justified, both for my offender behavior,
and as an artifact of the moralistic background of my formative years. I did not know what healthy
sexuality was, and I am still learning. Anonymity provided me an emotionally safe environment to
hear others and eventually ask my own questions. I was able to identify those with whom I could
practice that rarest of gifts—trust. I was able to reach out for help.The safety created by the



spiritual foundation of anonymity was fundamental to my early recovery, enabling me to ask for
help without the fear of punishment or rejection. It enabled me to begin discovering the ability to
trust others—appropriate others—and to be open and honest in my recovery.Anonymity
provides the safety I need to practice trust and honesty.January 13“I can take it a step at a time
and gradually work my way toward spiritual health.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 324The
religion of my youth had very exact descriptions of God and how to be a supplicant. God was
personified in the leaders of the religion and I experienced God as abusive. As a result, Step
Three was very difficult for me to accept and work. Even though it says “as we understood,” my
understanding was not acceptable to me.Working with my sponsor, I was able to accept the
notion of a Higher Power by first acknowledging that many powers are greater than I, and by
recalling moments of powerlessness even before joining SAA. But I needed to find a power that
was loving, that allowed conscious contact, and that was helpful to my recovery.I learned that
spirituality is usually an action that connects me with something greater. I have found that I can
establish conscious contact with my higher values of honesty, kindness, service, and
compassion. I have learned that being still and observing nature connects me with something
greater. I have learned the power of gratitude and have developed a practice to improve my
ability for gratitude. One of the greatest sources of understanding and experiencing my Higher
Power is in witnessing the experience, strength, and hope of my sisters and brothers in recovery.
I attempt to connect with program friends on a daily basis.I am grateful for this ongoing spiritual
awakening.January 14“We find that spiritual principles can guide us in the everyday challenges
of life, and they can help us face even loss, grief, and death with fortitude and grace.”Sex Addicts
Anonymous, page 61My father died three years ago. Choosing photos for his memorial service
was excruciating, knowing the truth underlying the camera-ready moments. Now my mother is
dying and her disease manifests symptoms reminiscent of my painful childhood. My insides feel
untethered, as though gravity doesn’t exist.My grief often comes out as anger. It rises from the
deepest part of my stomach, aching to be seen. By the time it reaches my heart, I feel I must
release it or I will disappear. The release often leaves catastrophic debris in my relationships.
How do I take care of myself while caring for my ailing parent? How can I be the daughter I want
to model for my son? I pray, “Please keep my heart open and help me see my true nature:
gentle, loving, vulnerable, kind.”I share my pain in SAA meetings, believing your lives are happier
than mine. I tell you that I want either someone to take care of me, or power of control. You nod
and smile, invite me to coffee, and make sure I have phone numbers. I work steps with my
sponsor and keep close contact with God and the fellowship of SAA. In the midst of pain and
confusion, my feet can still find solid ground.God, help me feel the mixed emotions of life’s
changes without losing my true self. Help me remain vulnerable so that, on the other side of
grief, I may feel authentic joy.January 15“We can also list the things we feel guilty about. We look
at things we did that we knew were wrong and about which we feel remorse.”Sex Addicts
Anonymous, page 36I used to confuse guilt and shame, but now I know that guilt, or recognizing
a wrongdoing, can be a good thing. Shame, a feeling and belief of being defective or not good



enough, is not healthy. Guilt is a sign that something needs to be addressed, like an indicator
light in a car. Just as letting a problem persist for too long in a vehicle can cause expensive or
even irreparable damage, putting off working a step can have undesirable consequences,
too.Working the Steps around guilty feelings keeps me from the hopelessness of shame, and
moves me into the transformative light of grace and self-acceptance. Taking responsibility for my
actions empowers me and everyone else. I cease being a victim as I promptly own my part and
make amends. With help, I accept what I can’t change, and I’m given courage to let it go. I also
ask God to heal the wounds in me that add to the problem, and to help me find strength and
courage to do the right thing. Through this process, my guilt is removed and replaced with
forgiveness.God, help me not to fear guilt, but to recognize it as a signal to work the
Steps.January 16“In gratitude, we seek opportunities for service to God and our fellow sex
addicts. Our path leads to Step Twelve.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 58After a year sober, I hit
a period of intense anxiety. I was not prepared. My disease knocked me over and ran rampant
for six months. I continued to attend meetings, talking openly with my sponsor and others. I
picked up so many white chips that I finally gave up.Openly acknowledging my anxiety, I
recognized that it wasn’t based in present reality. This helped me experience it raw, without
trying to run or hide. I read literature, prayed, and meditated. Sometimes praying would pull me,
emotionally drained, out of my wrenching feelings of inadequacy. As I continued to open up, a
small chink in my self-hatred armor cracked open. I began practicing gratitude, especially
gratitude that I could open my soul to others without being rejected.I tried to be of service,
sharing openly with others who were suffering. During this time, I realized a foundational truth of
all Twelve-Step programs: the most healing thing I can do for myself is to offer healing to others. I
began to offer service as often as I could, and every time I did, I experienced love. I always got
more than I gave. I’ve been sober a while now, and I owe it to lessons learned from my greatest
anguish.When I give, I live.January 17“In taking the Tenth Step, we commit to keeping our house
in order, whether old failings reappear or new ones arise, as they inevitably will.”Sex Addicts
Anonymous, page 52At a meeting the other day, the secretary may have gotten a little pushy
when distributing the readings. Another member responded a little sharply. The member was
angry and the secretary was hurt, so one of them brought it up as a meeting topic. It made for a
great meeting.Most of those who spoke admitted that they were often on both sides of this
experience—mad and hurt about many little things in daily life. Some noted how, if they are not
careful, these hurts and angers can blow up and ruin their entire day. One said that it was like
part of him was just waiting for something he could get worked up about. He called it head trash.I
was stunned. These people, many with a decade or more of solid recovery, were telling the story
of my daily life. I was surprised to learn that I was not the only one who can overreact to the
smallest provocations.Then the wisdom of the program shone through. I take daily inventory to
deal with this very tendency. My addicted mind can find things to get emotionally overwrought
about on any given day. Step Ten is a daily way to clear out any accumulation of head trash.I sort
through my thinking every day, so I can haul out what doesn’t work and keep my



serenity.January 18“The message is not that we sit passively and wait for things to happen.
Rather, it is a shift in our attitude in which we admit that we don’t always know where we should
be going or how we should get there.”Tools of Recovery, page 19As a practicing addict, I felt a
compulsive need to be decisive and to control outcomes. The inevitable fruits were frustration
and alienation. This yearning for control ultimately stems from fear that my needs may not be
met. Admitting that I don’t always know what to do or how to respond is a large step toward living
a serene and real life.In my experience, the forces at work in any situation are as varied and
powerful as a winter storm, and I can manage these forces about as well as I can a typical
blizzard.In recovery I am free to let go of my fear and my need (to try) to control situations that
are beyond my power. I can then allow life to unfold in its own way and know that my needs will
be met. Perhaps more importantly, I can then put my energies into those things over which I do
have control, like my well-being, my responsibilities, my life.Allowing things to be as they are is
not necessarily a sign of weakness or passivity. It can also be a sign of strength and of
confidence in my Higher Power.Higher Power, help me see what is mine to care for, and grant
me the courage to act with grace.January 19“Willingness to change routines that threaten our
sobriety helps us stay out of our inner circle.”Tools of Recovery, page 14Even before I got into
recovery, I was aware of many routines that fed my addiction. To gain abstinence, I had to be
willing to change my actions. With the help of my sponsor, I cataloged those routines, and then
took steps to introduce new routines and eliminate old ones. The first new routine was to start
my day by getting on my knees and asking my Higher Power for the willingness and ability to get
through this day sober.Most, if not all, of the routines I addressed in the beginning were physical:
people, places and behaviors. By changing these routines, I was able to achieve abstinence.But
true recovery is abstinence coupled with spiritual growth. As the sexual obsessions began to
dissipate with abstinence, I discovered mental and emotional routines that threatened this
sobriety. My mental criticisms of others reflected harsh judgments about myself, leaving me
isolated, lonely, and vulnerable to slips. To maintain sobriety, I had to change these routines too,
first by identifying them through my resentments (Steps Four and Five), and then working the
Sixth and Seventh Step on these defects of character.Today, I am more conscious of my
attitudes toward myself and others, and I am willing to change those routines of the heart and
mind that threaten my sobriety and serenity.This is a program of action. Grant me willingness to
take new actions—actions that reflect health, courage, and love.January 20“The Sixth Tradition
wisely identifies money, property, and prestige as potential obstacles to effectively carrying our
message of recovery.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 86Before coming to SAA, many of us
defined ourselves and our self-worth in terms of money, property, and prestige. Many of us, if we
are honest with ourselves, still do. Our tendency to judge ourselves and others by what they
have rather than who they are keeps us in anxiety and isolation, worrying about whether we are
“getting ahead,” or wondering whether our next human interaction will leave us feeling one-up or
one-down.How healing it is, then, to come to an SAA meeting—a group that holds no property
and usually very little money. Prestige, at least as the outside world defines it, means nothing



here. And yet it is in our meetings that we begin to understand who we really are, and come to
appreciate our true value. We value, too, the other members of our group, even though we often
have no idea what they own or what they do when they leave the room.The new life we discover
in SAA brings with it new values. Most importantly we learn to value ourselves, and the people in
our lives, without regard to status or wealth. We learn to see, and to love, the person within.May I
learn to see others and myself in terms of spiritual values.January 21“Because of the nature of
our addiction, we are careful about touching or giving hugs to others in the fellowship without
permission.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 12As a child, I lived in a world without boundaries.
The house I grew up in had rules such as, “no locks on the bathroom,” and “no private telephone
conversations.” As a practising sex addict, my boundary-less sexual world seemed exciting and
fun. In reality it was frightening and definitely not safe.I was terrified. On one day, I would be
afraid of other people; the next day, I would be desperate for human contact; the next, I couldn’t
be touched. My life was a constant bouncing between extremes of terror and neediness. In fact,
when I came to SAA, I was so afraid, I could only come with a friend, and I tried to hide in his
shadow.I was so relieved to find myself in a place where other recovering sex addicts were
respectful of me physically. Many spoke to me kindly and gently, without moving towards me.
Many offered to hug me, and made it clear that my options were open. And others gave me the
best hugs I had ever had because I was now free from acting out. Those hugs may have felt
strange at first, but, best of all, they felt safe.I am grateful for the many types of relationships I
can have in my life today, and the many kinds of physical connections they give me.January
22“But with others of like mind, we discover a new courage and a new faith.”Sex Addicts
Anonymous, page 13For many years I felt so alone. Isolated in addiction, I was convinced I was
unique, different, and alone. I thought I was the only person who struggled with compulsive
sexual behavior. Lost in this world, it is so easy to give up and give oneself over to the
compulsion and obsession. And that’s what I did for years—just gave up.When I first heard of
SAA, I was amazed. Being convinced I was alone, I found it hard to believe that there was an
entire fellowship dedicated to this issue. Being with others of like mind means two things to me.
The first like mind is that all of us in the fellowship of SAA know the disease of sex addiction.
Each face I turn to in a meeting knows the pain, the suffering, and torment of this disease. I am
not alone; we are not alone.The second like mind is that each of us is determined to seek a
spiritual awakening and an end to active sexual addiction. Every time I sit in a meeting, I know
the faces I’m seeing are all there sharing in a common solution. When I share in this common
solution by attending meetings and working the Twelve Steps, I avail myself of the collective
wisdom of the thousands in the fellowship. I cannot help but discover courage and faith in this
light.Have I discovered faith in a common solution and the courage to walk the Steps?January
23“We found ourselves isolated and alone. We felt spiritually empty.”Sex Addicts Anonymous,
page 4I did not play baseball that year because I could not see the ball until it hit me. Dejected
and unwanted in fifth grade, I isolated from classmates, withdrew, and was mocked by the jocks.
Finally, I had the chance to see an eye doctor. The exam resulted in the diagnosis of legal



blindness. But, it was correctable with special glasses. I was able to see! The first day back to
school with my new glasses, I realized the teacher was writing on the blackboard and I could
read it from the back of the room! I played baseball and caught a high hit to left field. I was able
to throw the ball to third base to make two outs. No longer unwanted, no longer isolated, and no
longer mocked, my life had changed.In my addiction I was legally blind to the realities of my life—
the pain I was feeling and the hurt I was causing. Damaged lives were all I knew. I felt unwanted
and withdrawn from the people I love the most. I felt no hope in my scant awareness that
something is horribly wrong with me.Working the program of SAA, another form of blindness is
healed. I am now able to participate with others, recognize my and others’ emotions, and I know
how to make amends and maintain relationships. I am able to live life with a new
freedom.Through the lens of the Twelve Steps, a new universe is opened for me.January 24“We
look at how we have neglected our physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual needs. We examine
the ways in which we allowed others to abuse us and treat us poorly.”Sex Addicts Anonymous,
page 36Forgiveness means letting go of the hope or expectation that I can change the past.
Today, I can accept that, and that’s all that I’m invited to agree to by saying the word forgive. This
brings a huge sense of peace.In the past, I felt forced to forgive as part of being a good person,
but it often meant allowing other people to own my power. It allowed me to be bullied and
victimized, and it created the false belief that that’s what I deserved and what life had to offer
me.Forgiveness does not mean I’m going to fix or change the person, their behavior, or the
relationship. Also, forgiveness does not mean giving up my boundaries, or being exposed and
vulnerable to people who don’t deserve my trust.Now, forgiveness means loving myself enough
to let go of the past and its grip on me, choosing to focus on today and all the wonderful things it
has to offer me, including the Steps and all the tools and gifts of recovery. Forgiveness means
honoring and caring for my greatest gift and responsibility—my life. Today, I have a choice.God, I
thank you for recovery, for forgiveness, and for my ability to be open to a wonderful
present.January 25“At the same time, we don’t claim that our program is the only way to recover,
or oppose those who believe differently. Our only interest is to inform people about the SAA
program, to the best of our ability, and not to try to argue or convince.”Sex Addicts Anonymous,
page 93This passage from SAA’s Tradition Ten is appealing and refreshing. In the early days of
Twelve Step programs, when they were seeing prodigious successes where others had failed,
those founders were the first to say that the fault was not in the other approaches, but in the
nature of the disease.Even if I am not religious, I may get help and learn from religious people. If I
have problems that are best treated medically, it is likely wise to pursue medical solutions, as
long as I consult with my sponsor, my conscience, and my Higher Power before taking any
drastic actions. Numerous times in my recovery, I have found the guidance and support of a
professional therapist to be very helpful.The idea that any approach holds all of the answers
lacks the very humility I seek as a healing source in my recovery. When I carry the program of
SAA to other sex addicts, I need not reject or belittle the idea that they may also find help with a
therapist, medicine, or the religion of their choice. To do this might discourage others from



finding a solution to the incredibly complex problem of sexual addiction, and also carry a
message of intolerance and conceit.I will respect the choices of others in SAA as they pursue
their recovery.January 26“For most of us the First Step was diametrically opposed to one of our
core beliefs: that we were in control and if we just tried a little harder or tried one more time we’d
have it.”“First Step to Recovery”I finally realized my life was unmanageable as I stared down at a
pair of yellow socks that looked like someone had skinned a certain cartoon sponge. I was on
suicide watch at the local hospital. No one knew where I was. I had been picked up by a police
officer and involuntarily committed. They had taken everything: my phone, my computer, even
my socks. I had become a non-person.Up to this point, I had explained away every
consequence of my addiction. There was no explaining this away. Without a doubt my acting out
had landed me here, wearing yellow socks in a locked mental ward.I needed this experience to
finally face the utter bankruptcy of my own abilities and ideas. Maybe I had never truly been
present enough or honest enough to recognize it. This painful moment became the touchstone
for my recovery.I keep the yellow socks to remind me. My admission of powerlessness and
unmanageability opened the door for change, and it keeps me coming back and working the
program. I am not in control of my disease. Fortunately, I can bring it to my Higher Power and to
the tools and fellowship of SAA for expert care.For today, I offer my addiction and my life to the
loving care of one more qualified.January 27“I only have to be awake enough to notice, or smart
enough to remember to turn to God when I need help, or even to express gratitude.”Sex Addicts
Anonymous, page 289The electricity in my house was out for a short time while the line was
repaired. I was in the basement with no windows when the electricity shut off, and I was plunged
into darkness. However, I went upstairs where light was streaming in, and things seemed so
normal that I promptly forgot I had no electricity. Only when I opened the dark fridge or futilely
tried the microwave did I remember. I felt foolish and frustrated as I continued to fail at things I
thought I should be able to do. I couldn’t make things happen.Though I’ve been granted, by the
grace of God, a remission from my acting-out behaviors one day at a time for some time, I need
to be reminded that I’m also powerless over my intimacy-avoidant behaviors. I can still assume
that, on willpower alone, I should be able to let go of my need to control everything and
everyone, to open up and share my feelings, and to allow my partner to nurture me emotionally
and physically.But God lets me squeeze the steering wheel until my failures show me, again,
where I am powerless. Then I pray for understanding, strength, and help; and seek
encouragement and support from program friends. The big difference now is that I am open to
the signs and willing to change.God, give me the courage to love more fully today.January
28“We may never be able to fully understand what those we have harmed have gone through,
but we can ask for the willingness to have this understanding given to us, in God’s time.”Sex
Addicts Anonymous, page 48I struggle to understand what harm I may have caused some
people from my past. Over the years, some people have cut off contact with me, but I cannot
recall what I may have done to cause this. Something lingers in my memory: a sense of guilt and
remorse, maybe accurate, maybe not.I may not be able to get into their heads to understand if I



have done something to impact them, but I am reminded that my Higher Power can help me if I
am willing to ask. It may take time and require a great deal of patience, but I believe it is worth
the effort. If it is meant to be, the opportunity will present itself. I just have to be ready and
willing.In the meantime, I can continue to acknowledge the harms I remember causing others. In
going through the process of identifying those I have harmed and being specific about those
harms, I am able to move forward in Step Eight. With each person I identify and with each action
I take ownership of, I come that much closer to healing my past. Calling upon my Higher Power,
and with the support of my sponsor and fellows in SAA, I discover the willingness to make
amends to those I have harmed.I can do what I can do. Today, that is enough.January 29“We
were often depressed and dissatisfied with our lives; we were resentful and blamed others for
our unhappiness.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 7Funny thing about my resentments: I
treasured them because they made me feel powerful, and I denied them because I was
ashamed to have anyone know I harbored them. I loved them and felt guilty about them at the
same time. So I disguised them behind a fake smile, fake warmth, and by manipulating and
ignoring people.I veiled my resentments with sarcasm, teasing, gossip, mocking, and
“constructive criticism.” I hid them behind non-verbal actions like crossing my arms, rolling my
eyes, and sighing. I even tried to soften resentments by relabeling them as grudges, hurts, or
disappointments. These are only a few of the ways I kept from facing how deeply resentful I
was.When it came time to inventory my resentments in Step Four, I had to face the disguises,
veils, hiding places, and misleading labels. I had to give up feeling powerful for being truthful.
Gently and honestly, I started to face all the anger, pain, and jealously that I had been trying to
avoid. My resentments had been a cover for these more personal and vulnerable emotions.For
perhaps the first time in my adult life, I was consciously trying to be emotionally honest with
myself and others. As I worked through my resentments and related feelings, another funny thing
happened. A more genuine person came out. The true me started to emerge.My resentments
hide the real me. As I work through them, my best self can appear.January 30“Changing old
routines that are associated with our addiction is an important tool for staying sober.”Tools of
Recovery, page 13I immediately felt at home in SAA, but worried that you would not accept me. I
was married to a woman but acted out with men. I helped others but couldn’t help myself. You
welcomed me; no one shamed me; I belonged. I took your suggestions: went to meetings, found
a sponsor, made phone calls, and started the Steps.In addiction I would sexualize
uncomfortable feelings into acting-out fuel. A month ago I was at work on a Friday, my traditional
acting-out day. It was a slow day. I felt uncomfortable, and all the old pain and fear came back. I
dipped into what my sponsor and I call dysphoric recall—regret, shame, and hopelessness.But
this time, I had choices for addressing those uncomfortable feelings and memories. I made
phone calls and texts to my sponsor and program friends. I even had the courage to let my wife
know what was going on. She appreciated my trust in her. The day came and went, and I stayed
sober.I’m still me and can still struggle with negative self-talk like, “I don’t deserve grace,
forgiveness, or belonging.” When the old tapes re-emerge, it’s a clue that something may be



going on in me, and I need to reach out. With the tools of recovery, I can recognize those
uncomfortable feelings for what they are and let them pass as they always do.This feeling will
pass whether I act out or not. Today, I have choices.January 31“We ask for and accept help,
reaching out to other recovering sex addicts on a regular basis, instead of living in secrecy. “Sex
Addicts Anonymous, page 31Secrets can be devastating to my sexual and relational sobriety.
They can be a back door through which the ills of my addiction can pass. When I start to be
selective about the information I share with my sponsor, I set myself up for relapse.One addict
really does know when another is setting himself or herself up. When I start to go underground
and isolate, there is no opportunity to do a reality check or halt the progression or cycle. Owning
my thoughts and behaviors to another recovering addict can stop the downward spiral.I have
learned that the thoughts and behaviors I try to keep secret are shame-based. The fact that I try
to hide them is a clear message that they are unsafe and can wreak havoc in my life. Bringing
them out into the light exposes them for what they are—phantoms without substance. It also
helps me stay accountable to myself and to life.Today I contract to share secret thoughts and
behaviors with another recovering addict.February 1“I know that I am on track spiritually when I
am able to be honest with myself and be present both with my feelings and with the moment at
hand, no matter what it is.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 130Feelings are real, but they are not
necessarily based in truth. This reminder has been helpful when powerful emotions such as
resentment, fear, loneliness, shame, or self-loathing have pulled me in the direction of acting out.
Yet acting out is never a viable option.In the moment, any feeling can be so intense and
pervasive that it seems to be my whole world, my entire perception of reality. A familiar slogan of
Twelve-Step programs reminds me that “This too shall pass.” If I can stop for a moment and ask
for God’s grace, then I can choose sobriety and recovery.Steps Ten, Eleven, and Twelve bolster
me in the onslaught of powerful emotions. Taking personal inventory helps me to keep things in
balance. Immersing myself in my Higher Power’s presence through prayer and meditation re-
centers me. Engaging in service moves my focus outward. Most importantly, each step keeps
me sane and sober.I can give myself and the world a gift by practicing my recovery
today.February 2“Boundaries may also be limits we set and maintain with others in our lives. We
learn how to let other people know how we wish to be treated and what kinds of behavior we will
and will not accept. Unless we accept personal responsibility for establishing and sticking to
healthy boundaries in our relationships, we run the risk of harboring resentments or casting
ourselves in the role of the victim.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 64Bumping up against limits is
not easy for me. From that first painful moment I was told no, my world seemed smaller,
restricted. I no longer felt that I was fully free or fully in charge.In time, I have learned that I, too,
can set limits. By saying no, I define my likes and dislikes, my principles, my values, myself.
Paradoxically, it is only when I can say no that I can freely say yes. Healthy limits and boundaries
free me by making the world safe for my exploration.May I respect my own limits and those of
others. May I find new freedom and safety.February 3“A profound turning point in my recovery
happened when I faced and embraced the pain of the emptiness I felt inside, which I had tried to



fill with so many fixes.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 130After working a very difficult Fourth
Step, I was sure that Step Five was going to be less painful. As it turned out, Step Four
uncovered and brought to the surface many unsettling emotions—emotions that I had
successfully locked away in unfettered avoidance. Thank God for my sponsor, who guided me
through this personal upheaval with a sense of grace, clarity, and perspective. I had no idea that
working these Steps could help me rediscover myself on a level that continues to enhance
integrity and diminish shame.Many years of addiction and self-hatred programmed me to wallow
in self-pity, entitlement, and a never-ending cycle of self-criticism. Ironically, it was the deep
reflection and recalling my most despicable, shameful behaviors that allowed me to be more
gentle with myself. Trusting others with this awful information of my past opened the door for an
honest journey into the moment. No longer do I dwell in shame. I am accepted lovingly by my
sponsor and by my brothers and sisters in recovery. I can embrace God’s will with the renewed
faith that every day is an opportunity to make a new past.As I look back on my life since coming
to SAA, I am proud of who I have become and excited about the new relationships I have made.
None were more important than a relationship with God.May you find God now!February
4“While in the throes of tension, anxiety, or insistent sexual urges, some find it helpful to recite
[the Serenity Prayer] over and over.”Tools of Recovery, page 17I became a meditator years
before I got sober. I studied with disciples and practitioners, went on silent retreats and vision
quests, and sat in zendos, ashrams, and sweat lodges. All the while, I acted out.I used
meditation to escape anxiety and blot out the fact that I wasn’t happy with my life or comfortable
in my skin. Once, sitting before an acknowledged master, I was told, “You are trying too hard,
sitting too tight in the saddle.” I didn’t know what to do with this, but I felt it was true. It wasn’t until
I hit bottom that the path was cleared for my discovery of SAA.When I came to the rooms and
was surrounded by fellow sufferers, I was ready to learn and use the Serenity Prayer. There were
times in early sobriety when I was in such pain that I struggled to remember the words. There
were times when I said the prayer dozens of times in a row just to exorcise the fear and
unfamiliarity of living as a known entity, a recovering addict, for the first time in my life. But the
prayer has a context. The fellowship of other addicts, and saying it together, give it a power and
meaning beyond my wildest dreams. Now, almost twelve years later, the power of serenity is a
constant in my life.God, grant me serenity.February 5“When I’m in judgment of someone else, I
have no peace, so I try to stick to taking my own inventory instead of everyone else’s.”Sex
Addicts Anonymous, page 326When my sponsor encouraged me to journal about the defects I
was least willing to be rid of, I quickly identified judgmental thoughts. I proudly had no patience
with people who think the rules don’t apply to them. The beauty of this faulty belief system is that
I got to be the sole arbiter of other people’s motives.In traffic one day, a driver in front of me
turned left where a sign indicated no left turns. I went straight into judgment. I was righteously
indignant for days. Any time I passed the intersection, the anger and feeling of superiority
returned.Through discussions with my sponsor and others, I acknowledged that the driver of the
car was just as likely a good person who simply made a mistake. Heaven knows, I don’t want to



be judged solely by my mistakes!If I sit in judgment and scorn of others, I lose my humility, I
isolate myself, and I leave no space for empathy, understanding, forgiveness, or love. Now, I
have tools. The Serenity Prayer and the Third Step remind me of what I actually have control
over. My Fifth and Eighth Steps keep me from getting too self-righteous. The kindness and
acceptance I have experienced in SAA reminds me of the power of love.Thank you for showing
me another way.February 6“Learning to seek the will of our Higher Power through group
conscience takes time, patience, and good will. Love is the force that guides our service
activities, rather than the familiar methods of human power and control.”Sex Addicts
Anonymous, page 80To me, group conscience meetings are an important part of a group.
During one of my first group conscience meetings, our group discussed an idea that I thought
would allow newcomers to be better able to find our meeting. We had a vote, but the motion
wasn’t approved. I felt disappointed and thought we were denying addicts an opportunity for
help, but I knew that we would be all right.In addition, my sponsor told me that he would continue
to attend the meeting because he needed the meeting more than the meeting needed him. To
me, this was an example of the principle of surrender by putting the group first and then letting
God work in our groups. It is important for me to speak my conscience and to allow others to do
the same. If it’s the right thing to do, it will eventually make itself apparent.I find group
consciences rewarding because I also feel a deeper connection to other recovering sex addicts
and to the fellowship as a whole. In addition, I realize that a loving God is acting as the ultimate
authority.Grant me courage to speak the truth as I see it, and serenity to let others do the
same.February 7“In writing about envy, we may look at all of the ways we compare our insides
with the outsides of others.”Sex Addicts Anonymous, page 35Looking back, I see how my life
crawled forward from a lonely, isolated childhood, through a self-conscious adolescence, and
finally into an adulthood where envy was always a passenger on life’s bus. I did not compare
myself from a standpoint that others were smarter, stronger, better looking, or more popular, but
more so from what I saw when viewing my image in life’s mirror. I saw a lanky scarecrow, a runny-
nosed kid who wore tweed jackets and a bowtie. I had taught myself to dislike this image.
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Carmelita B., “Down to earth shares keep me out of trouble. Addicts might need education to
realize they have a disease, but shares from other addicts clinch the resolve. That makes this
book more powerful than "Answers in the Heart," which therapists wrote. I'd rather have firsthand
information over thirdhand any day. I love this book.”

William C. Sain, “Collection of members' experience, strength, and hope. These 366 meditations
are personal meditations that come from members of the Sex Addicts Anonymous fellowship.
Members who've been around a while may remember all the calls for submissions and need for
volunteers. It is an effort well spent! Each of these meditations is a little bit of experience,
strength, and hope from one member to you.”

William Brothers, “Good book to read. This is a good book for those who are in need of this while
in recovery.”

JJ Shefcik, “Very good!. Excellent daily affirmations.”

Stogie, “Must read. Love this. Wish there were Saa classes online”

TerriBeth, “Love this book. Goes hand in hand with any 12 Step program. Daily encouragement
from Lifeline magazine”

Angie C., “Great devotional book!. Great resource!”

Steve, “Good reading. Just what you would expect. Small size for travel and good to reflect on.”

The book by Sex Addicts Anonymous has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 259 people have provided
feedback.
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